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Variations on a Theme
First knit, then felt--and let your "pursenality" pack a fashionable punch! From
small, sleek handbags to roomy totes, these quick knitted and felted designs rank
high on style and simplicity. You won't be able to make just one! Go trendy or
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traditional with Vintage Bubble Bag, Summer in the City Tote, and pretty, petite
purses Choose from easy projects that are worked on big needles with 100% wool
and a splash of dazzling novelty yarns Get a unique look with felting; simple
instructions make the technique a snap

Felting - The Complete Guide
Anyone can make cute and cuddly creatures from a handful of fluff and a barbed
needle! There are only a few books written on the subject and most of those focus
on ‘flat’ needle felting on a surface. This book is about sculptural needle
felting—creating 3-D animals and figures using the felting needle to sculpt wool.
The book shows the techniques and describes how the felting needle works with
wool fiber to create felt, while explaining the differences between this art form and
other forms of felting. The reader learns how to hold the needle, what sort of
materials to use, and why. There are about 20 complete projects including various
birds, bugs, four-legged animals, and people—each one unique and irresistible!
Laurie also shows the reader ways to display their felted creations as mobiles,
ornaments, or arranged in shadow boxes.

Big Needle Knit Afghans
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Knitters of the World: The time has come to conquer your felting fears. If you follow
these basic steps and helpful hints, the transformations of size, texture, and
density will take you to a new knitting dimension. Nicky also includes a variety of
finishing techniques for felting, including 3-dimensional shapes, floral knit
appliques, cut felted appliques, cutting fringe, and much more. You're sure to
become a felting fan forever! 8 felted projects to knit with medium/worsted weight
wool yarn: Basket of Pears, Cutting Edge Scarf, Striped Rose Bag, Grape Pillow,
Sweetheart Monogrammed Cell Phone Case, Easy Eyeglass Case, Cabled Media
Case, and Dipsy Doodle Hat.

Felted Bags
Big Book of Crochet -124 designs for afghans, baby, fashion, gifts, and home are
included in this compilation of crochet patterns.

Knitting Circles Around Socks
Este texto sobre el gran pero, hoy dia, olvidado guitarrista veracruzano, Octaviano
Yanez, reconoce el importante lugar que merece dentro de la historia de la guitarra
en Mexico. Las piezas aqui publicadas fueron originalmente escritas por su propia
mano y representan una "foto" musical de las epocas porfirianas y revolucionarias.
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Ademas, se incluyen una introduccion sobre su vida, un breve analisis
historiografico y musical mas informacion biografica de los compositores
contenidos. This text on the today forgotten Veracruz guitarist, Octaviano Yanez, is
in recognition of the important place that he deserves within the history of the
guitar in Mexico. The pieces published here were originally notated by him and
represent a musical "photograph" of the Mexican Porfiriato and Revolutionary
periods. In addition to an introduction on his life, brief historiographical and
musical analyses as well as biographical information on the composers are given."

Lovers
Knitters will find specific techniques and instructions for felting their knitting in this
detailed step-by-step introduction, including how to felt on purpose and not by
mistake, techniques for both hand and machine felting, and choosing and testing
yarns. They'll also learn whether knitting swatches is really necessary and how big
to knit a piece before felting. Twenty-four detailed projects include stylish bags,
totes, hats, and mittens; warm and fuzzy vests and slippers; and decorative
pillows, placemats, and coasters. With a section on embellishing felting and felting
on felt (needle felting), knitters will be inspired to create these beautiful projects
for friends and family, from the baby's first felt hat to the furry slippers for cold
winter nights.
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Feltlicious
Are you ready to: Banish sugar and carb cravings? Manage your weight for life?
Look and feel years younger? Regain energy, vitality and mental clarity? Reduce
your risk of diabetes and other chronic diseases? If so, Goodbye Sugar is the book
for you! Goodbye Sugar is nutritionist Elsa Jones’ revolutionary programme for
sugar addicts that contains the missing ingredient lacking in other diet plans: it
works by targeting not only your physical dependency on sugar but your emotional
dependency too – the part of you that ‘needs’ a sweet treat when you’re feeling
tired, stressed, bored, lonely or simply because it’s the weekend. We all know a
diet too high in sugar wreaks havoc on our waistlines and our well-being, from dull
skin and accelerated ageing to a heightened risk of developing diabetes and heart
disease, inflammation in the body, supressed immunity, feelings of anxiety and
stress and even an increase in cancer-causing hormones. Yet many of us feel
powerless when it comes to our cravings for sweet treats. Goodbye Sugar will
provide you with all the tools you need to make lasting changes. There’s a healthy
eating plan specifically designed to reset your taste buds, balance out your blood
sugar and curb your sweet cravings, while exercises and techniques based on
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) will teach you how to come to break bad
habits, beat cravings, maintain motivation and, ultimately, have a healthy and
controlled relationship with all types of food – especially the sugary kind! It’s time
to say Goodbye Sugar. For good. ‘Following Elsa’s programme has changed my life;
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I don’t crave sugar or get energy slumps anymore and I’m slimmer than I’ve ever
been.’ Alison, 35

Patternmaking for Fashion Design
Let your "pursenality" shine with crochet! After writing two bestselling books on
knit-and-felt bags, this popular designer returns with 20 crochet-and-felt bags that
rank high on style and simplicity--you won't be able to make just one. Go trendy or
traditional with projects such as Tequila Sunrise, Cafe au Lait, and Career Casual
Easy projects are worked on big hooks with 100% wool and a splash of novelty
yarn Simple instructions for felting, plus basic crochet techniques, make these
purses a snap to complete

Crochet Stitches VISUAL Encyclopedia
Felting is a rewarding craft that takes knitting a step further. This fun book shows
you how to knit 30 very different bags, and felt them to create designs that are
sturdy and practical yet eye-catching and stylish. It includes beautiful photography
of the bags, close-up details and plenty of stunning images that show the
inspiration behind each of the designs. There is something for everyone, both in
terms of ability and taste. Easy-to-follow knitting patterns, difficulty ratings and an
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illustrated section dedicated to explaining the knitting and felting techniques
means that even complete beginners can have a go at creating a range of felted
bags.

Granny Square Flowers
The Private Equity Playbook: Management's Guide to Working
with Private Equity
"Packed with creative ideas for crocheting and combining floral-themed granny
squares, this great little book contains 20 modern, stylish designs to add the
finishing touch to your outfit, or to use as motifs in a larger project." --Back cover.

The Big Book of Crochet Stitches
The New York Times–bestselling author of Stitch ’n Bitch helps you take your
knitting to the next level with advanced techniques and forty-one new patterns! In
Stitch ’n Bitch Superstar Knitting Debbie Stoller teaches the full array of advanced
knitting techniques and skills, such as double-knitting, knitting lace, complicated
color work, beading, and more. With the same clear instruction and fierce attitude
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that got her dubbed a “knitting superstar” by the San Francisco Chronicle, Stoller
explains how to “knit by the numbers”; get creative with stripes; embellish with
crochet, beading, and I-cords; how to make cable patterns; and how to use color
forms. She also includes a section on DIY—which gives a tutorial on creating your
own knitting patterns. Then you can test your skills with forty-one cool, funky, and
fabulous patterns from Debbie and the Stitch ’n Bitch community: a fluttery
“Rococo Shawl,” a cap sleeve lattice sweater, a Chanel-styled sequined jacket, a
“Empire Strikes Back Dress,” the adorable “Button It!” children’s sweater with
changeable animal patches—plus sexy stockings, stylish handbags, blankets,
scarves, and more, all photographed in full-color.

The Ultimate Book of Knit Afghans
Felting adds whole new dimensions to the bags - texture, durability, cohesion, and
distinctive style. This work incorporates different shapes and motifs that range
from whimsical to haute couture, and presents felting hints.

Spinning and Dyeing Yarn
Explore Kelley's stylish choices of fibers and gear (needles, stitch holders) and get
the lowdown on bag-specific features, including frames, straps, and linings. Kelley
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walks them through all the basics on felting, blocking, joining seams, simple
crochet and embroidery embellishments, and 20 fabulous projects, each with its
own "remix" variation.

Little Felted Animals
“A lavishly illustrated knitting reference particularly strong in its coverage of both
basic techniques and more advanced techniques. Garments illustrating techniques
covered in the book and a section of stitch patterns round out the content of this
excellent knitting reference that should find a place on the shelves of all public
library knitting collections.”—Library Journal. “This is a great book!”—Knitters’
Forum.

Easy Knits: Bags and Purses
Knit two socks at the same time on two circular needles! Eight projects show you
how.

Crocheted Pursenalities
Not sure how to work into a chain space or between stitches? Wondering what is
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meant by a working row? Confused about how to decrease in half double crochet?
This ultimate visual guide will answer those questions and more. Find information
easily with the book's A to Z format Learn from two of the most knowledgeable and
experienced authors in the industry Slip this small book into your bag to
accompany a take-along project

Big Book of Knitting
Boasting countless benefits and applications, hand made felt is a chunky, durable
and non-fraying fabric that can be used for fashion and home projects. With
'Complete Feltmaking', any crafter can learn the art of creating felt with a little
fleece, water and soap. This exciting new book covers all aspects of feltmaking,
from making simple flat felt to felting 3D shapes, as well as felting knitted work,
needle felting and some slightly more advanced techniques such as cobweb
felting. Each technique is carefully explained in detail with step-by-step
instructions and accompanied by several projects to keep you constantly inspired.
From a cheerful polka-dot bag and cozy felted slippers to a whimsical mobile and
heart-warming tea cozy, this spirited primer offers a range of projects for beginner
and advanced felters. Once the crafter has become comfortable with basic
techniques, she/he can graduate to more complex felting techniques in the
advanced chapter. This book includes everything you need to bring the highly
sought after handcrafted style of felt to your wardrobe and your home.
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Everyday Knitting
For an undergraduate course in Patternmaking. Renowned for its comprehensive
coverage, exceptional illustrations, and clear instructions, this #1 text offers
detailed yet easy-to-understand explanations of the essence of patternmaking.
Hinging on a recurring theme that all designs are based on one or more of the
three major patternmaking and design principles-dart manipulation, added
fullness, and contouring-it provides students with all the relevant information
necessary to create design patterns with accuracy regardless of their complexity.

Felted Knits
This book is your ultimate source for finding some of the best and most beautiful
knit afghan designs of all time. You'll find many and varied designs - from classic to
avant garde - all looking very vogue in today's room settings. As you choose from
our 19 afghans in this collection, keep in mind that you may change the yarn color
to your own preference or to complement a room. The possibilities are endless. 56
pages.

Pursenalities
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Offers instructions, color photographs, and patterns for 350 crochet stitches,
granny squares, motifs, and edgings that range from the simple and textured
stitches to Tunisian stitches, motifs, and ruffle edgings.

First Time Felting
A handsome stranger. A dead billionaire. A citywide treasure hunt. Tuesday
Mooney’s life is about to change…forevermore. Tuesday Mooney is a loner. She
keeps to herself, begrudgingly socializes, and spends much of her time watching
old Twin Peaks and X-Files DVDs. But when Vincent Pryce, Boston’s most eccentric
billionaire, dies—leaving behind an epic treasure hunt through the city, with clues
inspired by his hero, Edgar Allan Poe—Tuesday’s adventure finally begins. Puzzleloving Tuesday searches for clue after clue, joined by a ragtag crew: a
wisecracking friend, an adoring teen neighbor, and a handsome, cagey young heir.
The hunt tests their mettle, and with other teams from around the city also vying
for the promised prize—a share of Pryce’s immense wealth—they must move
quickly. Pryce’s clues can't be cracked with sharp wit alone; the searchers must
summon the courage to face painful ghosts from their pasts (some more vivid than
others) and discover their most guarded desires and dreams. A deliciously funny
ode to imagination, overflowing with love letters to art, from The Westing Game to
Madonna to the Knights of the Round Table, Tuesday Mooney Talks to Ghosts is the
perfect read for thrill seekers, wanderers, word lovers, and anyone looking for an
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escape to the extraordinary.

Stitch 'n Bitch Superstar Knitting
Discover how easy it is to spotlight novelty fabrics in these easy-to-stitch quilts.
Learn top tricks for quilting with all kinds of theme fabrics, from seasonal and
holiday prints to animal motifs.

Goodbye Sugar – Hello Weight Loss, Great Skin, More Energy
and Improved Mood
Easy enough for beginners and exciting enough to inspire experts, felted knitting
offers endless possibilities for creative crafting. The method is simple and magical
— knit the project large and loose, wash it in hot water, and see it transformed into
a soft and cozy garment or accessory. Kathleen Taylor encourages you to explore
the possibilities of felted knitting with 25 spectacular projects that include mittens,
slippers, hats, bags, stuffed animals, and more. Embellish your life with unique and
stylishly comfortable creations.

Wool Pets
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Presents step-by-step instructions and photographs covering the techniques of
crocheting.

Domino Knitting
It takes such a short time to knit a full-size afghan on large, oversized needles, that
it will soon be time to pick the next one! This great collection will satisfy every
knitter who longs for wonderful projects that don't take forever!

Bags
Private equity firms are on the rise and rapidly changing the game. Today more
than 5,500 P.E. firms own tens of thousands of companies, so it is essential for
CEOs and senior management executives to understand exactly how private equity
firms operate. This invaluable resource can help you devise a winning P.E. game
plan for your own company that offers you greater freedom and financial success.
CEO Adam Coffey has almost twenty years of experience building businesses for
private equity companies. In this authoritative yet approachable handbook, he
covers: The history and landscape of private equity Ground rules for finding the
right firm to partner with Techniques for navigating the new governance Strategies
for continued growth in the private equity space And more. The Private Equity
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Playbook provides all the coaching you'll need to compete and win on this new
playing field.

Tuesday Mooney Talks to Ghosts
Increase your stitch repertoire! Access hundreds of crochet stitches that you can
use year in and year out. From two of the most respected names in crochet, this
indispensable resource provides excellent value. Find step-by-step instructions for
more than 350 stitches, from easy to advanced, including shells, fans, clusters,
bobbles, and more See a swatch for each stitch in a full-color, close-up photograph
Locate quickly and conveniently any stitch you like; stitches are grouped by style
for easy reference, and an alphabetical index is also included

A Second Treasury of Magical Knitting
Combine painting and sculpture, wrap it up in the delightful texture of wool, and
you have felting! Here's your chance to try your hand at this popular craft without
a big investment of time or money. This must-have complete guide covers
everything from the basics of felting, to a range of projects that illustrate the warm
and whimsical things you can do with it.
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A to Z of Crochet
Feltlicious is a hearty three-course meal of needle-felting techniques, beautifully
crafted foods and fun projects that's sure to satisfy your crafty cravings. Start with
a nutritious buffet of essential tools and techniques, then browse a variety of
yumm

Fabulous Felted Bags
Big Book of Crochet
Presents twenty-one patterns to create a variety of handbags, tote bags,
backpacks, pouches, and purses.

Bags that Rock
Knitters who had never "felt" this kind of fashion before are now hooked--they want
more Pursenalities! This popular author is back with more fabulous knit-and-felt
bags, along with fresh ideas for a "purse-onal" touch. Twenty all-new purses, bags,
and totes feature seasonal colors and styles Bag embellishments range from
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grommets, pockets, and buckles to beautiful felted flowers Fast projects are
worked on big needles with 100% wool and a splash of novelty yarns; easy step-bystep instructions make felting a breeze Bonus--includes patterns for a cell-phone
holder, an eyeglasses case, and a cosmetics pouch

The Essential Book of Crochet Techniques
Octaviano Yáñez
Simple and dynamic, this technique has been the rage among European knitters
for some time. This method provides colour and pattern intrigue for sweaters,
afghans and projects of all kinds. Ideal for take-along knitting, as pieces are
worked in small squares.

Knit One, Felt Too
From the first chain stitch to buttonholes and blocking, you'll find expert guidance
for mastering a time-honored craft. Make your first crochet adventure frustration
free--or sharpen your skills--with dozens of tips that guarantee success. Take an
easy walk through each technique with close-up color photos and detailed
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illustrations Start with basic crochet stitches; then learn about gauges, increases,
decreases, seams, trims, edgings, and finishing Crochet on the go with the book's
convenient take-along size Bonus! Includes introductions to filet crochet, intarsia,
and the afghan stitch (also known as Tunisian stitch)

All about Crochet
Provides easy to follow step-by-step tutorials for preparing, dyeing, and spinning
different fibers.

Pursenality Plus
In First Time Felting, felting and fiber expert Ruth Lane teaches a class for absolute
beginners on three classic methods of felting. Start by learning about the various
types of wool fibers used for felting, preparing them for the process, and simple
methods for dyeing. Next, discover the basic supplies and techniques for wet
felting, nuno felting, and needle felting. You’ll use those essential skills to make
fun, easy projects—artworks, embellished fashions, three-dimensional figures, and
more—skills you’ll turn to again and again to create your own original pieces!

Complete Feltmaking
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Aren’t these the cutest? • Sixteen meltingly adorable animals • All the favorites,
including cats, dogs, birds, bunnies, more • Easy to make, great as gifts, toys,
decorations All together now: Awwwww! In Little Felted Animals, author MarieNöelle Horvath shows how to make the cutest little miniature animals, using just a
few simple tools and some wool roving. Birds, bears, cats, dogs, mice, a fox, a
sheep, a seal, and a bunny—sixteen little bundles of fluff in all. Picture all those
little eyes looking up at you as if to say, “Thank you for making me!” Then give
these critters as gifts, use them as decorations, or arrange them on tabletops.
Beautifully photographed in their natural habitats, these sweet dumplings will melt
the heart of every crafter.

Nicky Epstein's Beginner's Guide to Felting
Make cute and contemporary bags using knitting, purling, basic shaping, and
felting. Eight projects in all.
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